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Articulation: The manner in which portions 
of a building form are expressed (materials, 
color, texture, pattern, modulation, etc.) and 
come together to define the structure.
Compatibility: The size and character of a 
building element relative to other elements 
around it. For example, the size and propor-
tion of windows in a building façade are 
usually related to one another, the spaces 
between them, and the scale of surrounding 
buildings.
Context: The characteristics of the building, streetscape and landscape that surrounds a given 
building, site or area. Examples include predominance of period architecture materials, wide 
sidewalks, continuous and overhead weather protection, consistent street trees or numerous 
parking lots.
Departure: A deviation from the requirements of the City’s Land Use Code. The City, guided 
by the board’s recommendation, grants departures when they make possible a design that 
better meets the Design Guidelines and the intent of the land use code. The board or City 
does not always grant departures sought by developers.

Fenestration: The arrangement and design 
of windows and other openings on a 
building’s façade.
Floor Area Ratio (FAR): A measure of 
density expressed as a ratio of the amount of 
chargeable Gross Floor Area permitted/and 
or existing in a structure to the area of the lot 
on which the structure is located.

Gateway: A principal or ceremonial point of entrance into a district or neighborhood.
Glazing: Panes or sheets of glass set in frames, as in windows, doors or mirrors.
Massing: The three dimensional bulk of a structure: height, width and depth.  Breaking 
larger buildings down into separate volumes reduces apparent bulk and enables a good tran-
sition to adjacent buildings of a smaller scale.
Master Use Permit (MUP): A permit issued by DPD that consolidates all discretionary reviews 
into one permit and provides for the consolidation of appeals for all land use decisions.
Modulation: A stepping back or projecting forward of sections of a structure’s façade within 
specified intervals of building width and depth, as a means of breaking up a structure’s  
apparent bulk.
Rhythm: Reference to the regular or harmonious recurrence of lines, shapes, forms or col-
ors, incorporating the concept of repetition as a device to organize forms and spaces  
in architecture.
Scale: The spatial relationship among structures along a street or block front, including 
height, bulk and yard relationships. Proportional relationship of the size of parts to one an-
other and to the human figure.
Setback: The required or actual placement of a 
building a specified distance away from a road, prop-
erty line or other structure.
Site Plan: A detailed plan showing the proposed 
placement of structures, parking areas, open space, 
landscaping and other development features, on a 
parcel of land.
Streetscape: The visual character of a street as 
determined by elements such as structures, access, 
greenery, open space, view, etc. The scene as may be 
observed along a public street composed of natural 
and man-made components, including buildings, 
paving planting, street hardware and miscellaneous 
structures.
Transparency: A street level development standard 
which requires that a percentage of the façade area 
consist of clear or lightly tinted glass between 2 feet 
and 8 feet above the adjacent sidewalk or walkway.
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Seattle is a growing city. Many neighborhoods are becoming more 
dense as our City’s leaders aim to concentrate growth to make Seattle 
more livable and sustainable.
 Design Review is one tool the City employs to create a better city, 
giving the Department of Planning and Development and citizens a 
voice in the design of most new multifamily and commercial buildings. 
Good design creates pedestrian-friendly streetscapes and enhances a 
neighborhood’s character.

The Design Review Board’s identification of the highest priority design guidelines for 
each project enables the City and the applicant to focus on those site-specific design-
related issues that have the most impact on the project. Below is an example of how 
the architect of the Press Building developed excellent design solutions for each of the 
five highest priority guidelines identified by the board.

&
The Press Building displays the "rail and rung" and 
"autorow” character of the Pike/Pine neighborhood. 
The residential entry and lobby are located on the 
rungs of the ladder at Belmont Avenue, while com-
mercial uses are located along the rail of Pine Street. 
Rollup storefronts, tile accents, canopies for weather 
protection and high quality exterior materials reflect 
the urban character of the neighborhood.

C-1  arChiteCtural Context
a-2  streetsCape CompatiBility

GuiDelines

Access to the building’s structured parking  
garage is kept away from Pine Street and located 
on Belmont Avenue, avoiding any interference 
with the pedestrian streetscape experience.

a-8  parkinG anD vehiCle aCCess
GuiDeline

Open space at the street-level court-
yard, second-level terrace and mews 
connects the streetscape and com-
munity room while breaking down the 
building's scale. A rooftop deck provides greenery, views and an 
attractive outdoor area for residents and guests.

a-7  resiDential open spaCe
GuiDeline

A large canopy, a tapered and tile-covered 
column, and a roof top trellis emphasize 
the building’s corner. The brick exterior is 
pulled back from the corner at Belmont and 
Pine, which combines with the change in 
character of the metal siding and windows 
to provide articulation to the corner facades.

a-10  Corner lots
GuiDeline
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AddreSS: 1610 Belmont ave.

ArChiTeCT: GGLO

LAndSCApe  
  ArChiTeCT: Hewitt Architects

deveLoper: Harbor Properties

projeCT Type: Mid-Rise Residential
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neiGhBorhood: Pike/Pine
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Trace Lofts/Trace North – Johnson Architecture & Planning LLC

Photography on this page by E. Calderon/courtesy GGLO, unless otherwise noted.
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Tribecca – Sienna Architecture Company
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DesiGn GuiDelines
The design guidelines form the backbone of the design 
review process. City Council adopts the guidelines and 
instructs DPD, the Design Review Board and planners to use 
them when reviewing a project.

Design Review guiDelines foR MultifaMily anD  
CoMMeRCial BuilDings

For projects in the six review districts outside of Downtown 
(see map), the design guidelines cover five categories:
 A. Site Planning
 B. Height, Bulk and Scale
 C. Architectural Elements and Materials
 D. Pedestrian Environment
 E. Landscaping

Downtown Design guiDelines

The Downtown district has its own set of 
design guidelines. The categories are:
 A. Site Planning and Massing
 B. Architectural Expression
 C. The Streetscape
 D. Public Amenities
 E. Vehicle Access and Parking

Both sets of design guidelines are supple-
mented by neighborhood-specific guidelines 
in many neighborhoods, especially those 
designated as urban villages.

projeCts revieweD
Private projects above a certain size thresh-
old—typically mixed use developments, 
commercial buildings and residential buildings 
over a specific size—are subject to design  
review. Buildings in single family zones are 
not subject to design review. For details on 
the thresholds, which vary by land use zone, 
see DPD’s Client Assistance Memo (CAM) 
238, Design Review.

reviewers
The Design Review Board reviews most of 
the projects that go through the design review 
process. The board is divided into seven district boards (see map), each having five 
members. The 35 board members are citizen volunteers appointed to two-year terms by 
the Mayor and City Council. These volunteers represent the players in the development 
process, including designers, developers, and business and community representatives.

For some projects, usually smaller ones, however, a Design Review planner conducts the 
review in place of the board.

the review meetinG
The Design Review Board in each district holds public meetings twice a month, during the 
evening, to review one or two projects. Each project review lasts 90 minutes and includes:
 n 35 minutes for project team presentation and board’s clarifying questions
 n 25 minutes for public comments about the project’s design
 n 30 minutes for board deliberation and recommendation

Before building a new project in Seattle, every project ap-
plicant must secure a Master Use Permit (MUP) from the 
Department of Planning and Development (DPD). Design 
review is one component of the MUP and exclusively 
addresses the project’s design. Other components of the 
MUP affect the project’s development and are reviewed 
concurrently with design review. These components 
include zoning review, environmental review and other 
forms of review, depending on the project.

staGes of DesiGn review
The Design Review Board reviews projects at public meet-
ings at least twice—at an Early Design Guidance phase 
and a Recommendation phase—before the director of 
DPD issues a decision about the project’s design as part of 
the larger MUP decision. (For smaller projects, DPD assigns a Design Review planner to 
perform the review instead of a board. There are no public meetings for these adminis-
trative reviews, which are conducted at DPD’s offices.)

eaRly Design guiDanCe Review (eDg)
At this stage, the project’s designers explore at least three concept design alternatives 
(see below) that fit within the height and density the zoning code allows for the site. In 
its review, the board decides which of the City’s design guidelines are the most impor-
tant for the developer to address in the project’s design. This early review prevents the 
need to make design changes at later stages, when it may be more difficult or costly.

After the project’s designers incorporate the Early Design Guidance into the project’s 
design, the developer applies for the MUP and submits a more detailed design to DPD. 
When it receives the MUP application, DPD begins its review of the other MUP compo-
nents such as zoning review and environmental review, which covers traffic and parking.

The Design Review Board welcomes public comment on project design. Public comment 
helps the board form its recommendations. For projects reviewed by a board, the public 
may comment at the board meeting or write the Design Review planner directly. For proj-
ects reviewed only by the planner, the public should submit comments to the planner as 
there are no public meetings to review these projects.

get involveD with a gRoup

Contact your community council, chamber or other  
local group and seek to join them in upcoming proj-
ect reviews. To make your group more effective, find 
people who are passionate about design to inform oth-
ers about upcoming project reviews.

leaRn aBout upCoMing Reviews

DPD mails a notice two weeks before a review to those 
neighbors who live within 300 feet of a project. Or, 
you can find all upcoming reviews listed on the Design 
Review website at www.seattle.gov/designreview. 

Know anD use the Design guiDelines

Refer to the design guidelines, as they provide the 
board and DPD the legal authority to affect the design 
and can be used to deal with common concerns such 
as building mass and vehicular access. For example, to address the impact of the size of a 
big project, refer to Guideline B-1, Height, Bulk and Scale, and ask the board to recom-
mend the project create a good transition in height, bulk and scale to adjoining sites.

Be pRepaReD

Before an Early Design Guidance review, visit the project site and note which design 
guidelines are most important. Before a Recommendation review, review the design 
guidelines established during the Early Design Guidance phase and assess how well the 
project meets these guidelines.

foCus on Design

Design review focuses on design—the building's massing, materials and other elements 
found in the design guidelines. Environmental issues, such as traffic and parking, are not 
addressed by the design review process. Write and submit environmental concerns to the 
Design Review planner and ask they be considered as part of the MUP review.

Meet with the DevelopeR

Before an Early Design Guidance review, meet with the developer to discuss the project’s 
design. Disclose any meetings with the developer when making comments to the design 
review board or planner. DPD retains the right to issue a decision in the best interest of 
the City, so do not cut a deal with the developer.

shaRe neighBoRhooD expeRtise

Community members know the unique characteristics of the neighborhood and site.  Share 
this knowledge as it can help the board (or Design Review planner) make recommendations.

DiReCt CoMMents to BoaRD

When making comments at a meeting, address the board, and not the development team. 
(For reviews by the Design Review planner, submit written comments to the planner.)

Don’t neeD to use Design JaRgon

For those who need help with talking about archi-
tecture and the design guidelines, seek the board’s 
help. They are trained to turn public comment into 
an expression of design concerns.

leaRn fRoM gReat exaMples

The Results section of this brochure illustrates how the 
application of design guidelines influenced a project. 
Also see the Gallery of Great Examples on the Design 
Review website – www.seattle.gov/designreview.

Design Review promotes quality results 
for residential and commercial projects.

The seven Design Review districts
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Olive Mixed-Use – Nicholson Kovalchick Architects

An example of a 
project's initial 
concept (left) and 
two alternative 
design concepts 
(right) reviewed 
by a Design 
Review Board at 
the Early Design 
Guidance stage.

ReCoMMenDation Review

At this review, the board judges how well the project’s design meets the design guide-
lines it identified as priorities during the Early Design Guidance phase. It also considers 
departures from the land use code requested by the developer, but only if they enable 
the project to better meet the design guidelines.

DeCision

The DPD director writes the MUP decision, addressing all components of review, in-
cluding design review. The design review component of the decision is based upon the 
board’s recommendations. If four out of the five board members vote to make recom-
mendations about a certain aspect of the project, then the director must include those 
items in the decision. Members of the community may appeal a decision to the Office 
of the Hearing Examiner.
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The Design Review process is thought of as a triangle, as all three parties – the 
developers, community members and DPD – play roles.

Developer

Citizens

Board Members 
& DPD Staff


